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CHAPTER XIV 

'1.'HE EARLIER BRUOKNER:I: 

W HATEVER be the final answer of the mooted 
question of the of Bruckner's 

there is no doubt that he had his 
full share of technical profundity, and a strik

mastery of the melodious weaving of a maze 
of co.ucordant straiI1s. '1'he question inevitably arises 
with Bruckner as to the value of the worlel's juug
ments on its contemporary poets. '1.'here can be no 
doubt that the furore of the musical public tends to 
settle on one or two favorites with a concentration 
~f that ignores the work of 
it be of a finer grain. '1.'hus Schubert's greatest-
his one eompleted-symphony was never acclainwd 
until ten years after his death. Even his SOllg:, 

somehow brought more glory to the singer than i () 
the composer. Bach's oratorios lay buried for II, 

full century. On the other hand, names gn'lI (, 

in their are utterly lost the horizo.u. H ill 
hard to conceive the eclat a Buononcini or It 

were once 
in art, of 

effect, that make a peculiar appeal in their time, II III 

are incompatible with true and permanent gl'l'II!' 

* Anton Bruekner, born at Annsfelden, Austria, J H~i'\, 

died in Vienna in 1896. 
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ness. One is tempted to say, \'he more suddcn !1m! 
vehement the success, the less it will endure. But it 
would not be true. Sudl an axiom would condemn 
an opera like "Don " an oratorio like the 
(( ('tpoof1Ar\ 

an immeasurable 
between the and the bad in arL; the 

line is of the subtlest. 'Thfost street songs 
may be poor; but some are undouhtedly beauti:f'ul in 
a very high sense. lt is a problem of mystic fascina
tion, this question of the value of contemporary art. 
lt makes its appeal to the subjective view oJ each 
listener. No Tule Everyone will 1)fl'rflfllVfl 

no, one beyond it. So, 
a work may fail of response, as many 
works in the various arts have done in the 
because the average calibre of the audience is too 
shallow, while it may stir an intelligent Jew. 
Not the least strang;e part of it all is the fact thai 
there can, of necessity, be no decision in the lifetime 
of the poet. "\Yhether it is possible for obscure Mil~ 
tons never to find their meed of: acclaim, is a 
that we should all to answer in the 
TheTe is a certain shudder in thinking of such a 
chance; it seems a little akin to the dang-er of 
buried 

The question of Bruckner's place can hardly be 
said to be settled, although he has left nine sympho
nies. He certainly shows a freedom, ease and mastery 
in the symphonic manIleT, a limpid flow of melody 
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and a SlIre control in the interweaving of Iris I,IWlIle", 

in the final verdict, the stress may come 
on the vullle of the subjects, in themse]yes. 

lIe is fond of dual themes, where the point lies in 
neither of two motives, but in the interplay 0-[ both; 
we sec it somewhat exlendeil in Richard Strauss, who 
uses it, however, in a very different spirit. The one 
evident and perha})s fatal lack is of intrinsic 
of the meloclic ideas, and fmther, an absence of the 
strain of pathos that from the heart of It true 

While we are mainly impressed by the 
there is no denying a charm or 

constant tuneful flow. At times this complexity iii 
almost marvellous in the dear simplicity of the con
certed whole,-in one view, the main trait Or trick of 
symphonic wTiting. It is easy to pick out the lead-

themes as they appear in official oruer. Hut it is 
not so clear which of them constitute the true text. 
The multiplicity of tunes a.ad motives is t:Ulli:LZ'Hl~. 

Of the Wagner influence with which Bruckner is 
said to be charged, little is perceptible in his second 

On the contrary, a stmng ar:ademic tra
The themes are peculiarly sym-

Moreover they show so strikingly the dual 
quality that one might say, as a man may see double, 
Bruckner sang double. Processes of augmenting and 
inverting abound, together with the themal song in 
the bass. Yet there is not the scnse of overloaded 
learning. There is everywhere a clear and melodious 
polyphony. 
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enehant. 
of mel

a per
BruekHer is here the schoolmaster: 

his symphony is a splendid 8kc1ct011, an object lesson 
for the future poet. 

Tn the BOUIaH (Ho~IA~'l:Ic) RYJ\Il'nO~Y th(~ main 
on the wiud. rrho text is a 

the work. It is a QVmnhATl 

of wood-notes, where the forest-horn is Rovereign,
a world of eehoes, with a mur. 

muring maze of lesser notes. One has again the 
feeling that in the quiet interweaving of a tapestry 
')f strains lies the individual quality of the composer, 
-that the forte blasts, the stride of unison figures 
ne but the interlude. 

In the Andante the charm is less of tUlle than of 
the delicate changing shades of the harmony and 
of the eolors of tone. We are ever surprised in the 
gentlest way by a turn of chord or by the mere en
trance 0f a horn amoog the whispeting strings. The 
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shock of a 80ft modulation may be as sudden as ot 
the loud, su"ien blare. But we cannot somehow be 
consoled for the want of a hearl-felt melody. 

The Scherzo is a kind of hunting-piece. full of the 

tween the gay in soft voices and slower pace, 
like a ballad. 

The Finale is conceived in 
"'''',5~~U~~~6 in vein of : over mysterIous mur

sustained notes of the reed and 
horn in octave descent arc mingled with a soft earil-
Ion of horns and in the call of the Scherzo. 
In broad a free rises to a loud rerraill 

the of the first motive of the symphony. 
In slower pace and hush of sound sings a madrigal 

of tender phrases. A pair of melodies recall like fig-
a chain of dulcd 

strains seems to rise from the 
The fine themal relevance may be pursuedi!l 

infinite to no end but sheer bewildermmll. 
'1'he truth is that a modem vanity for subtle COIllI('(' 

tion, a pedantry, is here evident, and linN 
become a baneful tradition in the modem sympbOiIY. 
It is an utter confusion of the letter with the spil'ii. 
Once for al~ a themal coherence of symphony JIlII,I 
lie in the main not in a mazc of nnsigni1lellllL 
fi/:,rures. 
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is a sharp alternation of 
of .~'lorestan and Enaebins. The 
to the former heroic fantaRv 

then returns in soothing solace into a 
back to the second of the 

movement. '1'he vague of 

(in more than one sense) as relief from the small 
It is just to remember a like oscillation 

in the first All egro. 
When the prologue recurs, the phraRes are in 

ascent, instead of descent of octaves. .A climactic 
verse of the main dulcet melody breaks out in reso
nant choir of brass and is followed by a soft rhapsody 
on the several strains that hark back to the begin
ning. From the halting pace the lyric episode rises 
tn flight of continuous song to enchanting lilt. Now 
in the heroic sing the first slow 
as to the manner born and as naturally break into a 
pooan of the full motive, 
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that :flows OIl to 
cadence. 

a solemn stillncHI:l 

drawn Outilli,o 
a protoullCUY moving hymn. Here we must f(~el .it! 
Meister Bruclmer's true poetic abode ratheT than in 
the passion and ecstasv of romance into which he was 

vainly lured. * 

of the 

<> Bruckner's l!~iftll Symphony (in B flat) is a typical 
example of closest correlation of themes that are devoitl 
of intl'insic melmly. 

An introduction supplies in the bass of a hymnal lim' 
th'l main theme of the Allegro by inversion as well as tilt, 
germ of the first subject of the Adagio. Throughout, liM 

in the Romantic Symphony, the relation between the j'rHI, 
and the last movement is subtle. A closing, jagged phmHo 
reappears as the first theme of the l i'inahi. 

The Adagio and Scherzo are built upon the same figure 
of bass. The theme of the :r:l'io is acclaimed by a German 
anIlotator as the reverse of the first motive of til" 
symphony. 

In the prelude of the Finale, much as in the Nintl\ of 
Beethoven, aTe passed in review the main themes of tl,,· 
earlier movement.'!. Each one is answered by an eeccmtri" 
phrase that had its origin in the first movement aud iH 
now extended to a fugal theme. 

The climaotic figure is a new hymnal line that moves ao 
central theme of an imposing doubl~ fugue. 
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'rHE LATER nRUCKNFlR 

I N Bruckner's later works appears the unique in
stance of a discipline grounded in the best tra

ditions) united to a deft use of ephemeral devices. 
The basic canse of modern mannerism, mainly in 
harmonic e:ITects) lies in a want of formal mastery; 
au impatienee of thorough teehnic; a craving for 
quiek sensation. With Bruckner it was the opposite 
weakness of original an orgauic lack of poetie 

It is this the one charge that cannot 
be brought home to the earlier German group of 
reaetion against the classic idea. 

'I'here is melody, almost abundant, in Wag:ner aud 
Liszt and their German contemporaries. Indeed it 
was an age of lyricists. The fauH was that they 
failed to recognize their limitation, lengthening 
and padding their motives abnornU1lly to fit a form 
that was too large. Henee the symphony of Liszt, 
with banen stretehes, and the impossible plan of the 
later music-drama. 'rhe truest form of such a period 
was the song, as it blossomed in the works of a 
Franz. 

Nor has this i:).ntHUl\J;;e tendency even yet spent 
its course. A element was the fashioning of: 
Ii new form, Iliszt Symphonic 
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-far inferior to the symphony? but more adequate to 
the special poetic intent. 

Whatever be "the truth of personal gossip, there ill 
no 
a 

doubt that Bruckner lent himself and his art i,() 

of the reactionary cause in the fOI'lll 
at odds with its spirit. Hell(:(! 

episodes of 

80 much as is not an 
perfection. 

infinite capacity In!" 

painR, so much is Bruckner's Ninth noL a tnw 
symphony. Sometimes, under the glamor of 11 i" 
art, we are hal1' persuaded that mere pcrsistellC'u 
may transmute pedantry into poetry. 

It seems almost as if the Wagnerians chose thei r 
champion in the symphony with a kind of suppressed 

for associating mere intellcetunl
with true pointing to an or 

skill and leasl inspiration as if to say: " lINt! 

is your if you must have one." A11<1 i 
is difficult to avoid a suspicion that his very 

up their sleeve at their 

say all these things, and perhaps we hay!! 
gone too far in suggesting them. After all we hay. 
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no business with al1ght but the music 01 Bruelnwr, 
whatever may have been his musical polities, his 
vanity, his ill judgment, or even his deliberate par
bsanship against his betters. But the ideas them
selves are unsubstantial; on shadowy foundation they 
give an illusion by modern touches of harmony and 

that are not novel in themselves. 'l'he melo
dic idea is usually divided in as by a clever 

There is no one thought, but a 
of small ones to hide the 

We have merely to compare this artificial manner 
with the poetic reaches of Brahms to understand the 
insolence of extreme and the 
tion of a Hamlick. the pedantry of Bruck
ner the style of Strauss is almost welcome in its 
frank ,pursuit of effects which are at least grateful 
in themselves. Strauss makes hardly a pretence at 
having melodic ideas. They serve lmt as pawns or 
puppets for his harmonic and orchestral mise-en
sc()ne. He is like a constructiug his plot 
around a scenic 

Just a little common sense is needed,-an unpre
meditated attitude. Thus the familiar grouping, 
" Bach, Beethoven and " is at least not un. 
natural. Think 01' the of <r Bach, Bee
thoven and Bruckner n! * 

The truth the Bruckner cult is a stT11nng symp
tom of a certain decadenc~ iIi German music; an 

" A festival was held in Munich ill the summer of 1911, 
in celebration of "Bach, Beethoven alld Bruckner." 
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to tell the sincere quality of feeling in the 
dense, brilliant growth of technical virtuosity. In 
the worship at the Bayreuth shrine, somehow rein
10f(;ed by a modern national seIf-importanee, has 
boon lost a heed for all but a Geriain vein of exotic 
romanticism, long ago run to riotous seed, a blenrling 
of hedonism and fatalism. No other poetic message 
gets a hearing and the former may be rung in ewl
less repetition and reminiscence, provided, to be 
sure, it be framed with brilliant cunning of work
manship. 

Here we feel drivf';J} defiantly to enounce the truth: 
that the highest art, even in a narrow sense, comes 
only with a true poetic message. Of this Bruckner 
is a proof; for, if any man by pure knowletlge could 
make a symphony, it was he. But, with almost 
superhuman skill, there is something wanting in the. 
inner connection, where the main ideas are weak, 
forced or borrowed. It is only the true poetic rapture 
that ensures the continuous absorption that drive&' 
in perfect sequence to irresistible conclusion. 

SYMPHONY NO. 9 

I.-Solenne. Solemn my&tory is the mood, amid 
trembling strings on hollow unison, before the eight 

MWteri080 

E~~111·~~~¥tg-4- ?=I 

fJ 

(Eight horns with tremolo 

strings on D in three octaves) 
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horns strike a in the minor chonl that in 
higher echoes breaks into a strange harmony amI 
descends into a turn of melodic cadence. Tn an::;wer 
is another chain of brief phrases, each beginning 

(1st violins) 
:=

con 
(Lower reeds with strings 

tremolo in all but basses) 


with a note above the chord (the common mark and 
manner of the later school oj' harmonists *) and a 
Hew ascent on a literal ladder oj' subtlest progress, 
while hollow intervals are intermingled in the pi.nch 
of close harmonies. The bewildering maze here be-

of multitu(linous design, enriched with modern 
devices. 

A clash of all the. instruments acclaims the climax 
before the unison stroke of fullest chorus on the 
solemn note of the beginning. A favorite device of 
Bruckner, a measured tread of pizzicato strings with 
interspersed themal motjyes, precedes the romantic 
episode. Throughout the movement is this alter
nation of liturgic chorale with tender melody. 

* See Vol. II, note, page 104. 
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. J.Io (Oboes and 

.~ m~~.
tm+.J:;;4~~-===- ~ 

I m~ :::::..=

~ -f. ~ij!: I~ J 
i ~-"1-~ ~. .~.~ff..==~..d~,..~-. - +=~. -~ - 9~ ___ __-:::::3 

Bruckner's pristine polyphonie manner ever 
lppears in the double strain of melodies, where each 
complements, though not eompletcs the other. 
However mUltiple the pla.n, we cannot f(:''81 more t.han 
thc quality of umLSual in thc motives themselves, of 
some interval of ascent or descent. Yet as the melody 
grows to larger utterance, the fulness of polyphonic 
art brings a beauty of tender sentiment, rising to a 
moving climax, where the horns lead the song in the 
heart of the madrigal chorus, and the strings alone 
sing the expressive answer. 
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(Violins doubled in 8ve.) 
/ ~ ~ ~ 

~... ~-"I .. t- _.I=:=i ...~~-C r-L.=~ ....~~.... 
. -II--'-----fl-- -!'_il.fl______ 

-11 --:t U=-lt{ ~1~~1
'-" r--. 1: 

(Strings, 

A third phrase now appears, where lies the main 
poetry of the movement. Gentle swaying ca.lL" of 

Tranquillo (Wood and violins) 

~~~FhS=1J1t'-,-~~
. c ·.xp:..-t-_· .. " ~~====I-~'-i--II-._-- fj- ~ T----.-~-
(4 horns mf (Horns) 
in 8ve.).a: 

" (Stririg;ssWiti1b~s,oons) 

~ ~' ~~~j ~ :'i: t: -:?-ll ~ !.. 
--=1=- .-"1-~ ill _"" "1 '~ ~-e .. - ..=-" -- ---.--~-~--+ .. --M- (.:iL'-'._. '=
--4- .... _.-._.._.IIl_"- 1-------

I == I '-- II 
~ »~. ~ 
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soft horns and wood, eCllOeu and answered in close 
pursuit, lead to a mood of placid, elemental 
with something of <' Rheingold," of " Ossian" baUa<+, 
of the lapping waves of Cherubini's a Anaereoll." In 
the midst the horns blow a line of sonorous melody, 
where the cadenee has 11 breath of primal 
On the song r1ms, ever mid the elemental 
to a resonant height and dies away as before. The 

romantic melody now but it is 
roeked on the pelagic; indeed, we 
tear anon a faint pllTase of the legend, in distant 
trumpet, till we reach a joint rhapsody of both 
moods; and in the never motion, mid vanish

we dream of Rome romance of the sea. 
deseending harmonies return the hollow, 

sombre phrases of the beginning, wlih the lull 
cadence of choraJe in the brass; and the whole 
'prel ude has a full, extended verse. In the alterna
tion of solemn and sweet returns the tender 

with pretty inversions, rising again to all 
ardent height. rfhe renewed clash of acelairning 
chorus {lshers the awful of unison 
in octave descent), in towering majesty. But now 
it rises in the enr vehemence where the 
final blast is lit up with a flash of serene sonority. 

This motive, of simple octave call, indeed pervades 
the earlier svmphony in big and little. And now, 

sombre melodic tread of strings it 
of eager retorts, transfigured in WOIl

again and again to a brilliant heighi1 
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on fl. l'lllglllg refrain, in sombre hue of over~ 
fJowming blasL. 

A soft interlude of halting and diminishing 
leads to the romantic melody as it first ap
where the multiple song again deepens and 

ennobles the theme. It passes straight into the 
waving, elomental motion, where again the hallowed 
horn utters its phrase, rising to resonant 

And again merges the song with 
the eontinuing pulse of the sea, while the trumpet 

the legend and a still height 

a sombre play of the 
motion, ""bl~lLLlll! 

horns surge in broader 
dash ell ds in a last verse 

as of primal, 
In the dazzling pace of clash

ing harmonies, the perfect answers of and 
we are again before the semblance, at 

(Flute with pizzo violins) 

Vivace -;,~ ~: ~ ~ •_. 0 (~~-:r1? ~~~ 

~:fi~tF:H-1.-r~··J:l+~.J_=g~t". 'I~.4._ 11- ::::tr':=. _ ___ .. __ 

-~p I· -~ ~ .~-- -II 

idea. To be sure there is a 
m the chords and even ill the 

and dash of hostile motives. And there is nor 
the distinetive melodv.-final stamp and test of the 
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shaft of inspiration, Yet in the enchaniIl}(\I,L 01 
motion, sound and form, it seems mean-spirikd 1" 
cavil at a want of something greater. Olin HI:!lld,1 

bewildered before such art and stunned of all .i"rll~ 
ment. 

A delight of delicate gambols follows tlw Ii 1'111. 
brilliant dance of main motive. Amid a r01lgirl'I' 
trip of unison sounds the sonorous brass, and to sorL
est jaITing murmur of strings a pretty jingle of rOCll, 

-t1 . (Oboe) ~ 
,. grazwso , ", ---=== ~ --------. 

~ 1+ J-:.J- J I 1'1' I m J -,,-J I I m I
Wc!'l--~=---"-~- -~-"'-."-"-~-~i=-+::1~---•.-.~-~~ -,_~_,,_ "-JlJl_ J.. ~"-rP-rP- 11'.--11'.-11'. ,,-.-. -. ~~, p ~~p- r=f=f- -:-= -f=f=f= ri1= -f=f=f- f 
(H:zz. strings with soft chord 

of wind and rhythmic bassoon) 


with lat,or a slower counter-song, almost a madrigal 
of pastoral answers, till we are back in the ruder 
original dance. The gay cycle leade. to a height of 
rough volume (where the mystic brass sound in the 
midst) and a reycl of echoing chase_ 

In sudden hush of changed tone on fastest fairy 
trip, strings and wood play to magic harmonies. In 
calming motion the violins sing a quieter song, ever 

Dolce (Violins) (Oboe) (Violins) 
Piu _~-_,------- 1----- --- 1...

tranquillo~~, ____ .p~- .p. ~r;J-~::' 
l;;;'L-ll-,.-rP-.- t-'- -11-'---~,,-'--- -'- --"'-----~"--'-----~-S~--t·~~~_u-.-.-"'- -1IIl!- _ lI'._flLIL 'L - _11'.- "-rP-rP
_>:1_,--'_+__'-_ I2:lo!~'-"-b.- :=I2:+t~II'-~-b.= l1li-.-. ~~~
_CLI-I--,l--- --- -+II i --1"-"'- -nrl -r-'" r-i-i 

PP (Oboes with ~/~ _ .... 

sUAtained strings) 
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echoed by the reed. Though there is no gripping 
force of themal idea, the melodies are all of grateful 
charm, and in the perfect round of rhythmic design 
wo may well be content. The original dance recurs 
with a full fine orgy of hostile euphony. 

III.--Adagio. Feierlich,----awesome indeed are 
these first sounds, and we are .struok by the original-

Molto lento (Solenne) 

-#j;!~ --=-j -~~;:;::1==---==-OO::j==~§~~!!:H=--~ "tI- ~.---=~ =\iit:~.--:---=tl~---=1--- --~--j-.-.- =l'l--+---J..-j;;;
-z;J- j;i;+ --+ '-../ - V" "1"

(Viol~ns, mf broadl ft";:';·- 1 ,-I 
G strmg) Y ~ ~ e,'ese. 

~N~-n:----E====q-~- 3~j;;;~- ~===----===I 
~-~~- --::E.... t 3~~ _~ =1 

(Strings with choir of mf con 8ve. I 
tubas.; later of trombones 

and contrabass--tuba) 

ity of Bruckner's technic. Aftor all we must give 
the benefit at least of tho <lollht. Allll thorn iR after 
this deeply improssi vo intro-it a gorgooliR l'J"()Jlldhonn 

(Woodwind and low brass 

with tremolo I 
 B

strings) 4~ : 

~=l;:$~;;~=l-~~- ~~=='~11 

I
!!W -1' ~====~,,-==::::!:~- =j #..-.~-- (~tru~~-~--:r-

-/9->" (4 h ) ff' , ~- _ -;;sI~~- oms '-=:--::- ___
~.tf~C!t=1~~-------.. _.;11
_-it-_-=Ef=--==---===---=--_~-===-:':: 1 

mfF' •• 
Con 8ve, 
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spring of up-leaping The whole linK e(:f· 
tainly more of ron crete beauty than many or LI \0 

labored attempts or the day. 
The prelude dies down with an exquisite tOlldl or 

it came from the Il(!:t I'i, 

or rrom the workshop. 'rile strange and 
is that with so much art and talent there 
be the strong indlyidual flash of ]\!:W 

upon its own fed. 

All this pretty machinery seems wasted upon 11J(~ 
framing and presenting, at the moment of expeda
tion, of the shadows of a.nother poet's ideas 0]' or 
mere platitudes. 

In the midst or the broad sweeping theme with :l 

cl't and oboe) 

A~-====--- - - ~-~=l==~'_~11B~~4~~" ___-'.--1t~,--j --:::-4:P 9-·' ----:=-••~-\ v _...,r----. - "'-II =1 -i --fl·) ::--' ~ ....-/ -+ k -,---"

\ 

mf ·fI· "1--.-/". 

= 
~ --.,,----

__ -1-. ~, """" "tit ..---~~~~~~_~>-r¥-~~\::-',,~r.._"i,.-I;;-~_::rtIi=~--...:.... ----:::=:::--:£=::::j~-L~L-"1_,,=,,-"--;j-
PI!- (j- --~r---=-==:::=-= 

or deep utterance is a phrase of horns wit It 
a.ccent and agony of a T'ri8tan. The very 
of whole motives seems to be taken from 

the warp and woor of drama. And thmi 
the whole symphony is in its gorgeous 
capacity, to the reechoed rhapsody of exotic roman· 
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tlclsm. lt is all little touches, no big thoughts,-3 
mOSilic of a symphony, 

tfJ espresso 
-===== ::::=:::=

And 80 tho second theme * is almost too heavily 
'aden with fine detail for its own 

with a stress of warm 
strains of 

"We ha.ve spoken of a prelude, first and second theme; 
they might have been more strictly numbered first, second 
and third theme 
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the horns. Romantic harmonies bring back the 
solemn air of the with a new counter 
in precise oppocdte as though inverted in a 
mirror, and the dim moying chorels that seem 
less 01 Bruckner than of legendary drama. In big 
accoutrement the double theme mOY€3 with double 
answers, ever with the sharp pineh of harmonies and 
heroic mien. Gentlest retorts of the motives 
with 

ascend once more to 
Ilmpyrumn that may sumce for 

Instead of the the second melody follows with 
its delicate grace. After a pal1se recurs the phrase 
that harks from medireval romance, now in a stirring 
ascent of close voices. 'l'he answer, perfect 
in its timid exquisite in accent and 
in the hues Qf its periods, is robbed of true 
effect by its direct reflection of \Vagnerian ecsta~qiE."s, 

Another chain 
Qf the" 
the first main 

a firm hymnal phrase sounds 
in a more intimate cadence. 

of rarest fairy clashes, on the motive 
leads to the central verse, the song of 

in the midst of soft treading 
strings, and descends the fitting Ilnswer of 
poignant accent. 

And now, for once forgetting all origin alld 
ing sen8e of we may revel in the rich 
romance, the :fa.thoms of mystic harmony, as Lhe main 
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song smgs and from the 
in lowest amidst a soft 
constant shift of fairy' tone. 

A of ascendillg chords brings the exalta
tion of the first prophetic phrase, ever answered by 
exultant of tl"Umpet, enc1ing in sudden a'wing 
pause. An (,'t)rie Lrain of echoes from the verse of 

leads to a loveliest last song of the !-'V""".'Mk 

answer of main song, over murmuring 

(Tremolo violins with lower 8ve.) 
-,9.... (ReedB) "+ -6'-'" ~ 

::t::: -6) ~t=:t::: =l= 
·fr··-tt±j.........-==-~-~ -~i -~-J4
-6)-==---1=--- -----I___ --I 
PP (Horns) < -- 1---

J :!'!:. 

"•.jLdii--~-....-""1"',.-_~"~-.~-~-.--____-~ ~ ___~a_.-.__-""- -~ -
'--.--=I-==--"'t~~--- .-iii'!!.. .. -" 

(Violas) jIII!. 

is carried on by the mystic choir of sombre brass in 
of enchanting harmony and dies away 

in tenderest lingering accents.* 
of the uncompleted Finale, Bruckner is !'aid 

to have directed that his "Te Deurn" be added to th(, 
other movements. 
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